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Hybrid Warfare Challenges in a Complex and Connected Battlespace 

 

Abstract 
 

Multi-scale conflicts of varying intensity, strategies and tactics continue to spread globally and 

threaten US and Allied security in an increasingly connected world. These conflicts require a wide 

range of complex military responses that involve uncertain battle rhythms which defy standard 

methods of planning, metrics of assessment, tactics, strategies, and capabilities.  From the new 

types of information conflicts, to the implications of the humanitarian crises (e.g., surges of 

refugees fleeing active warfighting), new problem space dimensions continue to arise that demand 

innovations to rapidly and accurately derive the human aspects of operational environments in 

dense, complex, and culturally diverse regions. Failure to understand these human aspects, and the 

connections existing within the operating environment, compound the challenges for effective 

military response. Defining courses of action in highly disparate threat and humanitarian situations 

requires the rapid acquisition of deep understanding of the relevant human environment. Achieving 

this situational awareness requires specialized data analytics capable of processing a wide variety 

of textual data with varying levels of structure. In this paper we explore the technology challenges 

confronting military commands operating around the globe.  We then identify research 

recommendations to effectively address those military requirements. These recommendations will 

serve as the organizing framework for a US military service collaboration of researchers, which 

will inform new and existing international research activities. 

 

 

Introduction 

 
Hybrid, or irregular, warfare presents many new challenges to military commanders faced with 

operations across the full spectrum of conflict. Data and information are coming from a wide range 

of sources (variety), in rapid (velocity) and dynamic (variable) form, in vast amounts (volume), 

with uncertain  trustworthiness (veracity) that must be analyzed (value) and displayed 

(visualization) (Bowman et al., 2014; McNulty, 2014). Recent and ongoing conflicts demonstrate 

that commanders’ decisions require a complex and interrelated set of exploitation technologies to 

make sense of this mass of information within the context of the underlying socio-political reality. 

Sound decisions rest on the ability to balance knowledge gained from incoming information with 

the context of the operational environment and the interrelated set of networks that drive attitudes 

and behaviors of adversaries (Cowan, 2015; Llinas, 2013).  

 

The socio-cultural landscape of noncombatants is increasingly complex, as hybrid conflicts are 

occurring in urban environments. Indeed, it is anticipated that much of the world’s population will 

reside in large urban areas, called megacities (Harris et al., 2014), in the near future.  These 

crowded megacities are expected to be fertile ground for the spread of radicalism and have 

prompted defense planners and researchers to study this trend. A term used to address this type of 

conflict is the ‘contested urban environment’ (CUE) and is the subject of international study among 

defense research groups (NATO, 2003; United States Army Training and Doctrine Command, 

2014). Wargaming and subsequent analysis from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
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study group concerned with exploring this emerging threat domain concluded that the essential 

military capabilities include “collect, communicate, process, fuse, assimilate, and distribute 

information from many different sources, especially Human Intelligence (HUMINT), in a 

responsive manner” (italics added).  That set of capabilities is consistent with the Agre et al., 2015 

data curation process recommended for improving data quality, sharing, process and use with data 

of a complex nature.  A description of the CUE is summarized below: 
 

“The urban environment is complex and diverse and ranges from 

sophisticated, metropolis-style superstructures within a well-developed 

infrastructure, to high and low density urban shantytowns with very poor 

infrastructure. It includes towns and cities that may themselves contain 

commercial, industrial and manufacturing areas, as well as a variety of 

communication and energy production facilities. The complexity of the 

current urban environment is perhaps best defined as the cumulative effect 

of a series of interconnected layers of society and infrastructure. These 

comprise different sized groupings of cultural, ethnic and social groupings 

living in differing conditions and with many diverse views about their role 

in the community.” (NATO RTO SAS-30, 2003).  

 

 

The CUE challenge is now accepted in US and Allied spheres to be a serious source of emerging 

threats for military operations (Harris et al., 2014).  In these densely populated areas conflict can 

arise from many different environmental factors. Recent world events highlight the range of 

violent conflicts and the interactive/provocative role that mobile communication devices and 

networked social systems play in those events. The Arab Spring demonstrations that toppled 

leaders throughout the Arab world (Haddad et al., 2012) were the initial signal that widespread use 

of social media could be targeted toward serious social purposes (Kase et al., 2014). These events 

were followed by serious study of how the wide spectrum of social media information sources 

might be used for military Command and Control (C2) and decision making (Forrester, 2014; 

Goldwasser & Dannelly, 2015a). Emerging trends in military C2 appear to be taking an integrative 

approach where the strengths of social media content can be combined with other, more traditional, 

sources (Cowan, 2015).  Also, exploiting the inherent vulnerabilities in social media platforms and 

information networks is recommended (Goldwasser & Dannely, 2015b). Red-teaming strategies 

have also been suggested to counteract an adversary group’s use of social media for information 

and battlespace dominance (Mitchell, 2015). Each of these approaches is useful for researcher 

efforts to develop computational tools capable of exploiting information for the purpose of 

understanding the motivations of adversary groups.  This perspective will contribute to a full 

appreciation of the complex social interactions that will be experienced in the CUE battlespace.  It 

is that problem to which we now turn our interest. 

 

From a sociological perspective, serious discord can be expected to erupt between social groups if 

strong democratic processes do not exist to balance conflict (Turner, 1998).  Max Weber (1864-

1920) argued that conflict was highly contingent on the emergence of “charismatic leaders” 

capable of motivating the masses (Ibid, p. 157).  These theoretical reference points are useful in 

studying modern-day extremist groups engaged in terrorist activities that use the unequal 

distribution of resources and charismatic leadership tactics to their advantage (Celso, 2015; 

Hofmann & Dawson, 2014).  In particular, our research is targeted at the intersection of 
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sociological conflict theory and information theoretic applications that drive mobile network 

technologies useful for the spread of agitation. 

 

Recent technology advances have fueled the US and Allies’ ability to perceive, comprehend, and 

project actions and behaviors of terrorist groups.  These include the unprecedented sharing of 

information on the Internet with ubiquitous mobile devices, text analysis techniques to extract 

entities, relations, and sentiment (with which to build context) from shared data, and data mining 

processes to generate models to understand and predict collective action of terrorist organizations 

(Subrahmanian et al., 2013). Kase et al., (2014) documented a method to analyze social media 

Twitter data to evaluate credible sources and reliable claims within the context of the Syrian civil 

war and the chemical weapons crisis. Mannes et al., (2011) documented a computational approach 

to model group behaviors to predict offensive activities of the Lashkar-e-Taiba terror group 

operating primarily in Pakistan. Saunders-Newton et al., (2005) describe a toolkit called Pre-

Conflict Management tools (PCMT) that extend analytic tools and processes to the diplomatic, 

economic, and non-government organizations that respond to hybrid warfare consequences. A 

plethora of technologies have developed since the 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade 

Center; needed now is a cohesive and consolidated toolkit to allow rapid information analysis for 

knowledge generation and course of action development, synchronization and analysis. As Teske 

and Tisdel (2015) suggest, unity of effort across the Joint and Multinational battlespace is difficult 

due to challenges in sharing information and competing priorities, but remains the basic goal for 

mission effectiveness. 

 

Science and Technology Challenges 

Baseline Technology Development 

 

Defense scientists in the US and international alliances have invested heavily in technologies to 

exploit the burgeoning information domain and extract meaningful knowledge of terrorist 

motivations and threat intentions.  Linking software applications and platforms for a cohesive 

workflow requires more than just computational and architectural engineering, however. 

Candidate modules must have a strong foundation in social science, a modern strategy for 

developing disruptive capabilities, and strong user participation in the design, development and 

delivery process.  An effective toolkit would be based on a strong set of technologies that conform 

to the current state of the art in lean innovation process, and will further develop and mature these 

technologies together with techniques and methods for their use.  Many text analytics tools are 

currently in use among the various military communities and have strong customer acceptance in 

their current version.  User requirements for unique regional demands for features (to include 

specific needs for language translation), information flow and tailoring, deep analysis, horizon 

scanning and counter-propaganda strategy assistance will need to be factored into an overall 

design. Architecting such a comprehensive, but streamlined, toolkit from the vast array of 

technologies developed to exploit the social media and open source domain is a large challenge. 

Developing a cohesive group of DOD and International researchers with complementary goals, 

resources, and vision was a critical first step.  
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US Joint Collaborations 
 

The US Department of Defense (DOD) Communities of Interest (COI) were recently established 

to encourage multi-agency coordination and collaboration in cross-cutting technology focus areas 

(ASD(R&E), 2014).  Among the 17 technical areas represented in the COI structure is the Human 

Systems (HS) COI.  One subgroup is the Human Aspects of Operational Military Environments 

(HaOME), which brings together scientists from Air Force, Army, and Navy research labs. The 

vision of the group is to use effective engagement with the dynamic human terrain to make better 

courses of action and predict human responses to our (military) actions. Three objectives define 

the approach to that vision: 1) Rapidly identify human behavior threat signals; 2) Innovative 

planning for new mission demands; and, 3) Predictive analytics for multi-source data. These 

capabilities will be achieved, in time, by providing Warfighters with capabilities to effectively 

evaluate/engage social influence groups in the operational environment to understand and exploit 

support, threats, and vulnerabilities throughout the conflict space. Tactical analysts will master the 

new information environment with capability to exploit new data sources rapidly to defeat novel 

adversaries in every kind of conflict and extend capabilities for forecasting, rapid planning and 

real-time situation awareness of human activities / behaviors and intent to operators.  

 

Human Aspects of Operational Military Environments 

 

The capability envisioned in the HaOME group is a set of predictive, autonomous analytics to 

forecast and mitigate human threats and events.  This would be achieved through a three-prong 

process.  First, providing real-time situation awareness would allow units to engage and defeat 

new adversaries and their tactics and to anticipate human crises and mission problems. Second, 

the development of new data theory and algorithms would allow creation of behavioral models 

that reveal sociocultural uncertainty and mission risk.  Finally, methods and tools to improve 

contextual translation and interpretation of foreign text would allow contextual understanding, 

communication with key elements of a host nation, and would provide rapid discrimination among 

seized documents (e.g., to triage large document repositories for exploitation). The range of tools 

that have been developed in this area include software applications that rapidly and accurately 

extract socially-based patterns that signal intentional behaviors that threaten military courses of 

action.  These tools perform a range of capabilities in the spectrum of understanding an unfamiliar 

society and accurately anticipating future actions, both from adversary groups and from the general 

populace.  Information extraction tools provide features that identify influential actors, 

relationships in social networks, trending topics of discussion, sentiment expressed toward major 

entities, and discourse analysis in printed text. Additionally, cultural identification and 

representation tools provide distinct views of major cultural dispersions in an area of operations.  

Such tools not only allow rapid information sharing about cultural norms in an unfamiliar area, 

but provide a geographic indication of how cultural beliefs are arrayed in the population.  Further, 

uncertainty assessments can be provided in two ways by this family of tools.  One aspect is to 

identify deception in social media information flows. Many types of deception occur in social 

media, with various motivations and in human and machine generated forms. Our interests in 
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extracting knowledge from social media center on determining reliability of information sources 

and credibility of associated claims. For example, protagonists behind the Russia-Ukrainian 

conflict used social media to distort the facts around major events (Czuperski et al., 2015). These 

distortions were a combination of human and robotic bloggers (bots) (NATO, 2015). During the 

conflict, social media bloggers used this medium to expose Russian deceptive tactics and confirm 

Kremlin backing of the invasion (Volchek & Bigg, 2015).  

 

A second way of informing uncertainty analysis is to examine the potential network effects that 

can be achieved by removing one influential node from a known network.  Finally, conflict 

predictions based on discourse analysis and quantitative social modeling can be used to track the 

actual and forecasted spread of violence, or threats thereof, in an area. One specific contribution 

to understanding conflict is through translating speech and text from foreign sources. Significant 

progress has been made in this area (Kazi et al., 2015; Erdmann & Gwinnup, 2015;  Gwinnup et 

al., 2015; Ore et al., 2015; Kazi et al., 2014; Schwartz et al., 2014; Ore et al., 2014), and we turn 

to that next. 

 

Speech and Text Translation 

 

The Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) Human-Centered ISR Division (RHX) has achieved notable 

success in leveraging government-off-the-shelf (GOTS) and major open source software packages 

to develop a program called ‘Haystack’ to maximize the ability of analysts or linguists to process 

foreign speech and text.  Haystack is a Multilingual Multimedia Information Extraction and 

Retrieval (MMIER) system. The Haystack system can ingest video, audio, text, and image files in 

various formats, and it processes the human language portions in order to provide data triage and 

search capabilities across multiple languages.  Currently, the system has support for 15 foreign 

languages plus English with capabilities in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Machine 

Translation (MT), and Optical Character Recognition (OCR).  It is important to note that the 

performance of the underlying components varies depending on the language and the amount and 

type of training data used to build the systems.  RHX is actively working to improve the 

performance of the underlying ASR and MT components, and is investigating various OCR 

options to better support certain customers.  In addition to ASR, MT, and OCR, the system 

provides text- and audio-based Language Identification, Speaker Change and Clustering, Gender 

Detection and Speaker Recognition (if a model of the speaker is available), and Topic Detection 

and Named Entity Detection.  Users can search indexed files by using English or foreign language 

keywords and can further filter the documents to be returned in various ways, such as by date range 

or data type.  The user interface is web browser based, and the window panes within the browser 

tabs that have the transcripts, translations, speakers, and topics all scroll in time when a video or 

audio file is played back. RHX can develop, train, and integrate systems for all of these 

components. 
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Continuing Technical Challenges 
 

Notwithstanding the foreign language advances, significant challenges continue to exist in the 

social domain.   We consider three within this report.  First, we lack robust advanced modeling 

approaches and complex algorithms to process new social data streams for actionable information 

in real-time, though Liu et al. (2012) report a promising method of data cubing and mining system. 

The data from these open source streams are big and noisy with complex social aspects (e.g., there 

are many interactions among factors and links may be shifting and uncertain). We currently 

possess few accredited tools for sense-making and filtering relevant information and have few 

validated models for data triage and processing. Though slow and steady progress has been made 

in processing unstructured text, little capabilities exist for the reliable autonomous exploitation of 

video, much less the automated cross-cueing of text and video analytics. We plan to expand 

investment in research to collect, filter and assemble operationally relevant social data to build 

models for actionable information and advocate for new efforts in cyber-social aspects of new 

media, agitation propaganda and influence to detect and triage open source data effectively. If 

successful, the impact of these additional investment would be to speed scientific models to 

forecast crisis and Course of Action (COA) effectiveness.  

Second is the challenge of deep understanding of the new human terrain of conflict. This includes 

the ability to counter the global reach of adversaries, to adapt to new capabilities and targets of 

opportunity within the information domain, and to deter rapid invasion and crisis escalation from 

traditional state and non-state actors. Historically, we have a low military investment in the 

analysis of cyber-social threat actors, activities, and events.  This has precluded us from developing 

accurate forecast and sense-making models for new hybrid warfare and other new tactics and 

strategies now facing us from several terrorist groups. We believe that basic research is needed to 

understand and investigate the key triggers and contexts of rapid crisis escalation in order to 

develop needed indicators and warning alerts. We plan to expand research in cyber-social and new 

social threat activities in global contexts and investment in forecast models and Human 

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR).  

Third is the development of counter-measures and new TTPs on the ground and in cyberspace. We 

propose targeted research and development activity in the Information Operations (IO) domain for 

improved pattern of life models, normalcy benchmarks, and threat alerts. The value of rapid 

technology insertions would include tactical analysis and reachback capabilities via Analysis as a 

Service (A3S) support. This would enable IO analysts to exploit dynamic information 

environments in real- and near-time.  Trend analysis and forecasts of adversary intentions would 

provide early indications and warnings for dynamic threat events.  New technology applications 

like handheld devices and reachback to analytic services would provide expert guidance for 

regional areas. Data-driven activity models would provide interactive exploration of threat actions 

and the ability to perform what-if analyses on variable model selections.  Scenario-based training 

would also increase analyst expertise. Finally, incorporating red team training would increase 

awareness of adversary goals and the viability of our own counter-measures.  
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Research Initiatives 
 

Approaches to overcome these technical barriers are ongoing within and among the US Service 

laboratories and in concert with defense scientists through the NATO alliance. Several are 

highlighted here. 

 

SCRAAWL 

 

In the US, the social media environment assessment tool SCRAAWL (IAI, 2016) has been used 

to provide real-time situation awareness and automated analytics of social media sources with low 

manning, at affordable cost. Navy and Army scientists recognized the need for military and first 

responders to access the rapid situational awareness that social media can provide, while 

comprehending the whole patterns of data flow and critical pieces of data that become actionable 

for military purposes. In demonstrations, the SCRAAWL tool was used to monitor and assess 

strategic narratives, discern and analyze competitive and hostile messaging, and “know what the 

crowd knows” about changing situations on the ground in real time (Bowman & Zimmerman, 

2015).  

 

NATO 

 

In the NATO alliance, efforts are underway to exploit social media for intelligence purposes and 

to improve humanitarian and disaster relief efforts. Two Research Technology Groups (RTG) are 

identified below that were established to explore how information exchanged through social media 

might be exploited for those purposes.  

 
Intelligence Exploitation of Social Media  
 

The Systems Analysis and Studies (SAS) and Information Systems Technology (IST) RTG-102 

group was activated to explore and provide expert opinion on the methods, tools and techniques 

that are best suited for the foraging cycle related to select social media sources. The member 

researchers explored approaches that could be taken toward improving discovery and the 

sensemaking cycle.  Activities examined the following social media categories: 1) Sources and 

Methods for data discovery; 2) Methodologies, algorithms, and tools for monitoring (searching, 

filtering, cleaning, indicators), analysis and integration (evaluation of sources, types of analysis), 

leading to interpretation and possible behavior estimation (deceptive behaviors, validation of 

results); 3) Automated support for scanning, monitoring, searching, discovery and mining; 4) 

Language processing; and, 5) Pattern recognition (e.g., trending, relationship analysis, visual 

analytics).  Findings will be published in a close-out report, expected for publication in early 2017. 

Initial conclusions based on meetings held thus far support the use of social media for intelligence 

gathering and trend analysis, with focused attention to legal constraints on monitoring national 

civilians. 

 

Social Media and Information Technology for Disaster and Crisis Response.   
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Human Factors and Medicine (HFM)-RTG-248 addresses current practices in international 

cooperation and information sharing during crisis and disaster situations. The group objectives 

include 1) Develop integrating technical demonstrations of information technologies in support of 

collaborative efforts in research on international crisis, emergency and disaster response, 2)  

Identify existing gaps in processes and communication flows that prevent effective collaborative 

efforts during international crisis, 3) Develop a network of scholars, scientists and technologists in 

the rapidly developing and disruptive domain of social computing and human security issues, 

challenges, and emerging threats, and 4) Support information exchange and education on social 

computing and human security topics.  Recently, the group participated in Trident Juncture 2015 

(TJ 15), the largest military exercise for NATO since 2002.  With 36,000 troops on the ground in 

seven countries, the exercise demonstrated to the world the high capability of NATO forces to 

respond to current threats and crises in the European theater. HFM-RTG-248 used social media 

assessment technology to provide real-time understanding of the social media information 

environment for strategic communication situation awareness. A concluding report is expected for 

publication in early 2017. 

 

Content Based Multi-Media Analytics 

IST-RTG-144 was convened to explore processes to exploit data from multiple sources in a rapid 

fashion for sense making, decision support and knowledge generation. Elements of this task 

include contextual understanding of complex events through computational/human processing 

techniques, event prediction through the automated extraction of spatio-temporal features, hidden 

clusters, network structures and resource flows, and the use of machine learning and processing 

for automated translation, parsing, information extraction, & summarization of unstructured and 

semi-structured data from multiple streams.  These types of complex analyses cannot be done in 

isolation. NATO and coalition military leaders, commanders, and intelligence analysts need 

interoperable tools that cross-cue knowledge obtained from one method to generate taskings in 

another. This requires a focus on building the cross-cued solution from advances in multi-media 

data analytics (e.g. text/image/audio). Results will significantly improve NATO abilities to 

generate knowledge from extremely large stores of text, imagery, and video caches to speed 

situational awareness and decision making. Initial findings from this group were presented to the 

International Conference on Military Communications and Information Systems (Bowman, et al., 

2016).   

 

Conclusion 
 

We reviewed the technology challenges associated with hybrid warfare within the context of the 

human aspects of the operational military environment.  These challenges are compounded by the 

realities of contested urban environments that will only grow in scale in the future. We described 

baseline technology development efforts that have been demonstrated in US and NATO military 

exercises with sound results. Within this context, we identified remaining challenges that must be 

addressed for full realization of technology dominance in the social media domain.  We explored 

the dynamic challenges of that domain, which include the velocity with which processing 
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platforms are changing and the ways in which adversaries are using those platforms to move 

against us. US and NATO research technology groups are making significant strides in developing 

technologies, processes, and strategies to achieve dominance in contested urban environments.  As 

the world’s population continues to grow in size with unequal access to basic resources, we can 

expect threats from terrorist groups to expand and spread. Kinetic military weapons will have a 

limited role to play in responding to these threats.  Non-kinetic, diplomatic, and socio-political 

actions will play a major role in preventing, alleviating, and responding to threat behaviors.  The 

continued development of text, video, and integrated text/video analysis is a key enabler for C2 in 

this complex, connected battlespace.  
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